If you’re interested in our range of chemical soil stabilisation products please get in touch.

Email: macd@roadpacker.com  
Web: www.roadpacker.com

Canada Office  
Phone: +1-403-273-8657

Philippines Office  
Phone: +63-046-483-5038  
Cell: +63 (0) 017 534 1200 or 1300
Let’s Go for a Drive in Russia

The Lena Highway is the main road near Yakutsk in Eastern Russia – it’s a good road.......if it doesn’t rain!

- The Lena Highway is located near the city of Yakutsk and begins a very long journey towards Moscow.
- This unpaved road is usually in fairly good condition but each time it rains, traffic is paralysed.
- The pictures that follow were taken just prior to and then, following a massive deluge, during the catastrophic traffic jam of more than 600 vehicles that resulted.
- At some point motorists ran out of fuel and food resulting in some serious altercations.
- According to witnesses, one woman riding a bus heading to Moscow gave birth to a baby boy.
RoadPacker Applications

Now see what happens when RoadPacker Soil Stabiliser is used on roads.

- The road to Yakutsk situation is obviously an extreme case (which is why we chose it as an example) but it well illustrates the point.
- Now let’s look at some roads in Russia (and a few other places) that have been treated with RoadPacker Soil Stabilisation Products.
- We think that within these few frames - the case for RoadPacker products makes itself.
- If you agree – give us a call and see if RoadPacker Group can help you?

RoadPacker Plus Stabilised Roads in Irkutsk Province in Eastern Russia....
RoadPacker Plus Stabilised Roads at Imperial Oil’s (Esso) Refinery in Alberta province in Canada

RoadPacker Plus Stabilised Road four years after treatment in Alberta province in Canada

RoadPacker Plus Stabilised Road seven years after treatment in Alberta province in Canada

To learn more about chemical soil stabilisation visit www.roadpacker.com